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Offering even more value for collections - four projects created especially for you.
Meeting Feathers by Tracy Wyldman -

No. 4

You will need two 6 x 4 inch photos
PLEASE read all the instructions before you start, if you are unsure of
anything refer to the picture included of the original layout.
1. Use the Bazzill Orange Peel Red Hot cardstock for the background.
2. Using the MME Grass Stained Dots Paper cut a piece 10” x 12” and adhere
¾” from the top edge of the page.
3. Adhere a piece of lace at this same edge and cover the edge of the lace
with a piece of Velvet Cream Ribbon.
4. Adhere a piece of the Velvet Cream Ribbon along the lower edge of the
Grass Stained Dots paper.
5. Using the MME Snowed In Starburst Paper cut a piece 10” x 8” and centre
it on the piece of the Grass Stained Dots paper.
6. Place your photos onto the Starburst PP as you would like them.
7. Use one of the tags from the MME Snowed In Accessory Sheet to do your
journaling, trim off the left hand side of the tag before you journal.
8. Use the basic Grey Chippies for your title.
9. Cover the birds and their winds in assorted PP’s using a glue stick, trim
with a craft knife and finish of the edggs using some sandpaper or an
emery board. Ink the edges (if you are inking). Once you have adhered the
wings, glue in place a sequin for the eye and coat in Dimensional Magic.
10. Sew two feathers into place using the thread provided, tie off carefully
on the reverse side.
11. Use one of the MME bird rub ons in the top right hand side of your page.
12. Scatter a few buttons onto the top left hand side of the page and add a
few small strips of ribbon around the journaling tag.
Your page is complete; I hope you enjoy creating your project !

Extra Products Needed - Versacolor Ink in Pinecone to ink all the edges (optional)

Long Ago by Ngaire Bartlam -

You will need one 7x5 inch photo

1. Tear a piece of the chocolate cardstock 25 x 19 cm and adhere it to the fabulous spotty
paper (3cm down from the top of the page and 1cm in from the right side of the layout as
you look at it).
2. Attach a strip of green and brown dot ribbon to the bottom right of the chocolate card,
and finish with a button. Cut a piece from the striped paper 12x 17 cm. (I included the
sweet brown border in my piece.) Adhere this to the layout in the bottom left corner of
the chocolate card as shown in the photo.
3. Adhere your photo to the layout , using the layout image as a guide.
4. Adhere the self adhesive gem swirls to the left hand edge and the bottom left edge of
your photo.
5. Add the brown velvet flowers to the swirls. (I used double sided foam tape for extra
height.)
6. Cut out one little tree and add sequins for extra bling. Ink the edges if desired. Add a
gem flower to the top of the tree. Adhere to your layout with foam tape.
7. Rub on the pale blue green flowers from your set to the bottom left of the striped paper
and then adhere your chipboard title. Add three of the same chipboard photo turns to
the layout with gold brads.
8. Pierce a double row of holes down the left hand side of the chocolate card and then
sew with red embriodery thread (add blue beads as you go, if you wish).
9. Adhere a line of the gold sequins to the right hand edge of the photo. Adhere scattered
gold sequins to the spotted background. Allow to dry.
Extra Products Needed - Ink, Gold Brads, Foam Tape
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Scrum Balls by Jill Geraghty-Groves -

You will need One 6 x 4 inch photo

1.Cut a piece of patterned paper approximately 9” x 8” and attach to
centre LHS of layout.
2.Cut a contrasting piece of patterned paper approximately 10” x 6”
and attach to centre LHS of layout.
3.Attach photo
4.Cut red die-cut frame diagonally and attach to layout as shown.
5.Attach die-cut robin to upper LHS of photo
6.Attach die-cut journaling black to bottom RHS of layout
7.Apply ink to stamp (I have used Walnut Ink) and stamp “frame” on
layout as shown
8.Attach title
9.Cut tiny hearts from remainder of die-cut frame and attach near
robin.
10.Using a paper piercer, make small holes at top of layout and under
title. Using red embroidery thread, attach brown sequins by sewing
French knots onto them to represent the “cherries” in the rumballs.
11.Finish off by attaching three organza bows to bottom LHS of
photo.
Extra Products Needed - Walnut ink, paper piercer.

Wish List By Mel Goodsell -

You will need one 4 x 6 inch photo

1. Use the chocolate coloured sheet of Bazzill as the base.
2. Using a piece of soft green Bazzill, scallop one of the side edges using a paper punch. If a
paper punch isn't available, hand draw a scallop and handcut out the design or alternatively
leave the edge straight.
3. Cut the scalloped piece of Bazzill down to size - 28.5cm X 30.5cm. Adhere this onto the
chocolate bazzill or staple each corner of the Bazzill into position.
4. Cut an 18.5cm X 25.5cm piece of My Mind's Eye, Authentic, Real Imprint patterned paper. Ink
the edges using a chocolate coloured ink pad and corner round the top left hand corner (refer
photograph as a guide). Adhere this to your layout approximately 2.5cm down and 2cm in
from the left hand side of the Bazill.
5. Adhere the photograph. The bottom edge will sit 6.5cm up from the bottom of the Bazzill.
Add the bling sticker and ensure it sits slightly over the photograph at the top.
6. Add a scalloped strip to the top of the patterned paper. Cut this from the My Mind's eye
Snowed In range of patterned paper.
7. Ink the chipboard star with gold ink. Alternatively use paint. Once dry adhere small strips of
journaling to the star, using the music paper from the collection to type, print or stamp your
words.
8. Cut a length of velvet ribbon, tie this onto the chipboard star and staple at the top of your
layout (sitting to the right hand side of the photograph) to adhere into position. Add another
piece of adhesive under the chipboard star.
9. Attach a silver tree charm to the ribbon (where it ties onto the star) and hold in position with
a crystal pin.
10. Use both alphabets provided in the collection to complete the title directly under the star.
11. Also add strips of journaling above and below the photograph to complete the layout.
Extra Products Needed - Scallop paper punch (optional), chocolate ink, gold ink or paint, stapler.

